ZIPPER ARE EASY!
How to Attach a Zipper to a Pocket in 4 Easy Steps
You'll love these easy steps for attaching a zipper to a quilted fabric pocket.

TIP: The process is the same to install a zipper in the top of a bag!

A. Attach Zipper to the Pocket
1. With right sides together and using a zipper longer than the pocket so you can avoid the stops on each end, position the long edge of a zipper at the top raw edge of the pocket.

2. Allow the long edge of the zipper to overlap the top raw edge of the pocket by about $\frac{1}{16}$ to $\frac{1}{8}$. This slight overlap will later help to enclose the raw edges at the top of the pocket.

3. Sew the zipper to the pocket, stitching a generous $\frac{1}{4}$" seam along the long edge of the zipper.

FEATUREING:
- 48 vibrant colors
- 4 extra-long sizes
- Individual pulls available in all colors
- Wide zipper tape for easy installation
- Easy to sew through
- #4.5 nylon teeth
- Extra-large pulls
- Top quality from YKK

24" Single-slide handbag zipper: It has one open end and is great for smaller projects where you don't need two slides. Available in 48 vibrant colors, choose color ZIP24 - MSRP $4.95

30" Double-slide handbag zipper: Our most versatile zipper may be used to make a bag that opens in both directions, or cut to make two single-slide zippers. Available in 48 vibrant colors, choose color ZIP30 - MSRP $6.95

40" Double-slide handbag zipper: When 30" just isn't enough, you'll appreciate our 40" double-slide zipper. Available in 32 vibrant colors, choose color ZIP40 - MSRP $7.95

B. Finish Zipper Edge
1. Finger-press the zipper tape to the lining side of the pocket. From the lining side, sew along the very edge of the zipper tape, flattening the zipper tape against the pocket as you stitch. This encloses all the raw edges at the top of the pocket.

This stitching also produces a nice line of topstitching on the right side.

C. Next Steps
See our online videos or follow along in one of our patterns to learn more about further installation steps.

MORE VIDEO TIPS AT BYANNIE.COM/ZIPPERS_VIDEOS

MORE FROM BYANNIE.COM
Need help choosing a color? Check out our zipper color card.
byannie.com/zipper-color-card
Build your zipper stash with zipper sets
byannie.com/zippers/zipper-sets
Try these coordinating items in 14 colors to match our zippers:
ByAnnie's Lightweight Mesh
byannie.com/mesh-lightweight-18x54
Fold-over Elastic
byannie.com/fold_over_elastic
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